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Rating 

Rating 

Rating and probability of insolvency  
The rating is an opinion on the ability of a subject to meet its engagements and is based on objective elements matched with subjective 

evaluations expressed by a rating analyst. Cerved Group issues solicited long-term ratings giving judgments on the reliability of the 

debtor that are not linked with technical debt structure.  

  

Rating and probability of insolvency 

 

It is the evaluation on the ability of an economic subject to meet its financial engagements within the agreed terms. 

 

Rating: Very High Credit Worth (A2.2) 

Probability of insolvency (at 12 months): 
Very low (0,34%) 

 

 

   The Company can rely on solid basis and a good ability to cope with its financial engagements.  

   Credit risk is limited.  

 

 

Subject 

C2.1 C1.2 C1.1 B2.2 B2.1 B1.2 B1.1 A3.1 A2.2 A2.1 A1.3 A1.2 A1.1 

Low credit worth High credit worth
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Rating 

Overall Assessment 
 

Micoperi S.p.A. is the second most important Italian company in the sector of offshore oil services and is an 

historic brand for maritime and sub-sea work. Micoperi was founded after the Second World War and has 

been operating in the sector of maritime works since 1946, when it was incorporated as a salvage company 

to free the territorial waters of wreckages from the war and to restore them to use to help relaunch the 

Country.  

Micoperi was an historical player in the national marine salvage industry, and was involved in the salvage 

operations for the cruiser Trieste in 1948 and in the clearing of the Suez Canal, which allowed it to acquire 

excellent references in the Oil & Gas sector, especially with the Eni Group which in that same period was 

establishing its reputation in the offshore oil sector at an international level. Between 1960 and 1980 

Micoperi established itself in turn as a leading company in the sector of services and offshore works for the 

Oil & Gas industry and has more recently become known for the salvage operations of the Costa Concordia 

ship along with the American company Titan, with which it was awarded the contract by Costa Crociere. The 

exceptional Costa Concordia operation contributed to Micoperi’s ability and professionalism becoming known 

at a global level. Since the outset the Company has focused on constant research and innovation, with 

studies for sub-sea activities in shallow and deep waters: Micoperi was also responsible for developing the 

rules for diving and decompression and is involved in the construction of heavy lifting plants and systems. 

Micoperi is above all the result of the dedication and intuition of the entrepreneur Silvio Bartolotti, whose 

determination led to the relaunching of Micoperi in the market in 1996. Within the space of a few years he 

had succeed in turning it in to a company that was recognised internationally for its constant innovation, 

technological excellence and the solutions it was able to offer to the Oil & Gas industry.  Since 1996 and with 

the entry of the Owner, Silvio Bartolotti, Micoperi has updated the existing offshore activities and has 

continued to add new ships to its fleet, in order to improve its functionality and capacity to undertake a vast 

range of projects. The distinctive traits of the Micoperi company therefore lie in its reputation and the 

reliability of its services and the continually cutting-edge technological solutions which now also represent 

durable competitive advantages.  

Micoperi is part of the PROTAN group, the first company incorporated by the General Manager, Silvio 

Bartolotti, which specialises in rust proofing treatments and sub-sea work. The group also includes another 
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historic company from Ravenna, Meccanica Savini & C. S.r.l.. Today Micoperi is getting ready to extend its 

scope of its activities throughout the world by acquiring numerous new contracts and creating modern 

operating units.  

Micoperi operates at an international level and has a significant position within a niche market, where its only 

competitor in the Italian market is Saipem (Eni Group) - that is also one of its main customers – while at an 

international level the market only has a limited number of operators. It has also confirmed its position 

amongst the leading Italian companies in the sector of offshore works for the Oil & Gas industry, EPIC 

projects (Engineering, Procurement, Installation and Commissioning) and other offshore salvage and survey 

projects.  

The Company specialises and has a great level of know-how in numerous types of interventions and 

operations in offshore services, from engineering, to construction, installation through to decommissioning 

activities, thanks also to its fleet of naval vessels that is equipped with all the cutting-edge and ad hoc 

technologies for heavy lifting, subsea Pipelines, laying and tie -in of pipelines for the Oil & Gas industry.  

The market for offshore investments has had a major thrust in recent years as a result of the search for 

important new Oil & Gas supply sources by the the main oil companies, and the price of oil, which has made 

it possible to accelerate the commencement of many investments. Thanks to its specific know-how and the 

technological level of its fleet of naval vessels Micoperi is considered in the market to be a player of the 

utmost reliability and quality. It is a market with a relatively small number of players at an international level. 

The recent fall in oil prices has now slowed down investment projects in the Oil & Gas sector but has 

provided openings in areas in which infrastructure investments are still ongoing. The areas in which Micoperi 

has concentrated its business, especially the Gulf of Mexico and West Africa, continue to undergo a period of 

constant development that is driven by major investments especially in offshore activities. The limited 

processing cost of the oil that is extracted in these areas, allows there to be an economic exploitation of 

these oilfields even with the current prices for crude oil; new references have opened up new opportunities in 

developing countries intending to exploit the moment to make significant infrastructure developments and 

thus Micoperi has been presented with new commercial opportunities. As a Marine Contractor Micoperi is 

also awarded work for the construction of platforms for the extraction of natural gas, another sector in which 

it has focused its know-how and for which the company has had numerous interesting new opportunities in 

recent years, especially in West Africa and in Countries that need to use gas to produce electrical energy, 

and in developing countries that still invest in infrastructure works. In 2013 Micoperi executed the job orders 
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it acquired in the seas off Ghana, Libya, Ivory Coast and from the company E.N.I. S.p.A. in the Adriatic and 

began new contracts and orders in the Gulf of Mexico in major areas within the extraction sector. With the 

consortium company Titan-Micoperi it continued with the salvage work of the Costa Concordia wreckage. 

The company closed the 2013 financial year with overall revenues of Euro 445 million. The preliminary 

figures for 2014 confirm revenues of around Euro 340.6 million, that are lower than in 2013 as a result of the 

lesser effect of the revenue offsetting of the consortium Titan-Micoperi compared to the 2012 and 2013 

financial years. As of 2012, revenues from core business activities net of the offset revenues of the 

Consortium experienced a significant increase - between 2012 and 2013 in particular the revenues from core 

business activities increased by 51%. The growth objectives of the strategic business plan for 2015-2018 do 

not forecast an excessive increase in volumes and focus rather on profitability and investments to further 

strengthen the fleet with the acquisition of a powerful new naval vessel that will also be able to operate in 

ocean areas and the strengthening of the existing fleet for job orders in West Africa and Mexico.  

Between 2011 and 2014 the company has recorded a significant increase in volumes, profits and equity. The 

shareholders’ equity for the Company increased from Euro 16.9 million to 48.9 million in 2013. The 

provisional data for 2014 highlight shareholders’ equity for the company of Euro 63.9 million with a net 

financial position which fell from 82.3 million to 76.5 million Euro at 31/12/2014 compared to the previous 

financial year.  

For 2014 revenues should be around Euro 340 million and the forecasted budget for 2015 is Euro 366 

million. Finally, growth in overall volumes is expected as of 2015 along with an improvement in terms of 

margins and results having discounted past investments and those that are scheduled for the duration of the 

plan.  

From a financial perspective the company has made use of third-party capital especially in the short-term, 

which has been partially repositioned in the medium/long-term and this is in any case, correlated to the 

significant volumes of business during the three-year period under consideration as a result of the huge 

wreckage removal operation which required significant outlays in terms of costs and services. The financial 

situation at 31/12/ 2014 shows a reduction in indebtedness which has increased in 2015 as a result of the 

investments that were identified to strengthen the fleet and because of the backlog for 2015-2016, which is 

currently circa Euro 800 million. Overall the debt is still easily sustainable and it should be noted that the 

increase in the net financial position for the company during the course of recent years was the result of the 

significant investments that were made that have resulted in durable competitive advantages which currently 
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guarantee a major cash flow and which will result in an improvement of the net financial position in the 

coming financial years. During the timeframe considered by the plan there will be more planned use of debt 

in order to acquire new resources for additional structural interventions that have been identified by the 

management and for the strengthening of the fleet. The development prospects appear to be suitably 

supported by the company’s Owners, the credit system and by financial and equity situation that is more 

balanced in 2014 after the completion of investments. The company has very solid fundamentals and a good 

credit capacity. The credit risk is very low.   
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Strenghts  
 

o History and reputation; 

o Experience and specific know-how; 

o Constant innovation: Research & Development;  

o Technological excellence; 

o Development of human capital; 

o Determination in highly complex projects; 

o Know-how of the management and the owners; 

o Financial support from the owners, institutions and credit system; 

o Operational presence in niche markets in the offshore oil, salvage, survey sectors; 

o Customer portfolio (ENI - SAIPEM - PEMEX, main oil companies); 

o Diversification in contracting and chartering to guarantee greater margins; 

o Competitiveness and investments in strategic sectors and geographical areas; 

o Strategic core businesses & business units; 

o Tangible assets: the Micoperi fleet; 

o Demand for oil and gas is generally on the rise at a global level; 

o Micoperi operates in markets with high barriers to entry; 

 
Weaknesses and risk factors 

 
o Continuation of the low growth economic scenario in Italy; 

o Rigid legislative, environmental and administrative constraints; 

o Sector with prospects of a further reduction in demand for Oil & Gas industry;  

o Reduction in margins as a result of excess supply; 

o Current uncertainty on the revolution of demand from the Eurozone; 

o Demand localised in countries characterised by situations of political instability (high Country risk); 

o High volatility of the quotation of energy sources (collapse of the price of oil in the second semester 

of 2014); 

o Upgrade needed for the equity structure to continue the trend of growth; 

o Efficiency and accountability at all levels after an exceptional and sudden increase in size. 
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Risk Factors 
 

Credit risk 

The company’s financial assets have a good credit quality. At the close of the financial year the trade 

receivables include credits that were written-down; the overall value of the write-down reserves was Euro 

306,463.  

Liquidity risk 

In order to find financial resources within the necessary timeframes for the execution of the scheduled 

investments the company has adopted the following policies: the obtainment of suitable lines of credit;  

diversification strategies of the means of finding financial resources. 

Market risk  

The interest rate risk is modest; with regard to the exchange rate risk this is limited as customers and 

suppliers are offered contracts in Euro.   
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Rating 

Performance Trends 
 

Micoperi S.p.A. is focused on a progressive improvement through the implementation of multiple strategies, 

which have make it a competitive company in all market scenarios for offshore services. This entails 

significant objectives, firstly to have a business model which is focused on the consolidation and 

development of the sectors it currently oversees and entry into new correlated business segments. For the 

company it is essential to develop technical and professional know-how at a team level and efficiently use  

resources in the pursuit of high levels of quality in its services; improve operating margins by limiting costs 

and optimising the financial management, by focusing on the management of working capital, and 

rationalising and carefully considering investments. 

According to the Strategic business plan for 2015-2018 the company MICOPERI intends to develop its 

business in the offshore oil sector, and expects to reach and exceed a turnover of circa 400 Euro Million as 

of 2016. The sudden recent fall in the price of oil has resulted in uncertainty and has slowed down 

investment projects in the Oil & Gas sector, despite the new outlook in the areas in which Micoperi has 

concentrated its business, especially the Gulf of Mexico and West Africa, which continue to experience a 

period of constant development driven by major investments, especially in offshore activities. The reduction 

in the processing cost of oil extracted in these areas enable the economic exploitation of these oilfields even 

with the current prices for crude oil.  Micoperi intends to grasp the commercial opportunities deriving from the 

development of these oilfields in order to consolidate and increase the growth trend of its turnover. To this 

end it has been pursuing in recent years a major policy of investment and renewal of its naval fleet that it 

intends to continue within the timeframe covered by the plan. This investment policy has also planned, in the 

event of an unexpected fall in the business volumes for offshore services, that the Company could use for 

the commitments that were undertaken for the acquisition of new naval vessels, the proceeds produced by 

the naval vessels that are currently in service and involved in the other major area, the chartering business - 

with contracts that in some cases last for several years – since these naval vessels have largely been 

financed with company resources.  

The updated strategic business plan therefore entails a policy of investments which will allow there to be an 

increase in the potential offer of naval vessels - the main instruments of the company's business - in order to 
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compete in the awarding of increasingly important job orders, but especially in order to be able to offer the 

market more types of vessels that are suited to covering a wide range of requests.  

In this context the necessary investment for the next financial years would amount to circa Euro 130 million. 

In 2015 the forecasted investment is Euro 30 million for the renovation of a naval vessel to be dedicated to 

the activities in West Africa; also for 2015 Micoperi intends to acquire for circa Euro 70 million, a powerful 

new naval vessel that is able to operate in ocean areas with satellite support and extremely limited 

management costs; in 2016 Micoperi expects to make an additional investment of circa Euro 30 million for 

the revamping of Seminole, which is held on a leasing contract.  During the course of the plan the company 

also expects to make investments during each financial year for on-board and sub-sea equipment and 

systems to improve the operational capacity of the fleet.  

At the same time, in 2016 the company has forecasted the sale of the naval vessel REMAS after an early 

redemption from the leasing company (should the ship not be chartered at that time) which would provide a 

capital gain to support the planned investments.  

The 2015 - 2016 backlog contains job orders that have been acquired and are in an advanced negotiation 

phase of 800 million. For all job orders there could be modifications during the course of the contract and 

bonuses, which would lead to an additional increase in turnover that have not been considered in the 

projections. The breakdown per geographical area highlights an increased expansion both in terms of 

revenues generated and in terms of the number of job orders for the business in West Africa and Mexico 

which is offset by a reduction in the business in the Mediterranean area including Italy.  

The Central American market Micoperi operates mainly for Pemex in Mexico in projects with a total value of 

more than USD 500 million, including one for circa USD 190 million on a joint-venture basis with the Spanish 

group Dragados.  

With regard to the 2015-2016 financial years revenues are based essentially on the projection of works for 

the job orders that are ongoing which to be activated in the coming months, while for subsequent years 

reference has been made to the forecasts from the top management that are based on existing and 

expected commercial contacts in the above described development areas. For the sake of prudence any 

variations/bonuses (that are always characterised by a high level of randomness) have not been considered 
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for any of the contracts although these could be introduced during the course of the contract, leading to an 

additional increase in turnover.  

During the period of the plan EBITDA is set to increase from 13.6% in 2015 to 16% in 2016 on the basis of 

an increase in the use of external resources, a more intensive use of internal resources such as ships and 

human resources. The average margin of the job orders is expected to remain constant during the course of 

the plan with a gross margin of between 20 and 30%.  

In 2016 we report the extraordinary impact of the capital gain of circa Euro 22 million deriving from the 

planned sale of REMAS following the prior definitive acquisition through an early redemption of the 

respective leasing contract. 
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Rating 

Scenarios 

Rating level in the event of the least favourable scenario 

The least favourable scenario, excluding catastrophic events for the company and the sector in which it 

operates, could lead to the opinion on creditworthiness being downgraded. In particular, we estimate that the 

minimum rating value could be A3.1, which corresponds to a situation of high credit worth and the resulting 

probability of insolvency between 0,40% and  0,77%. 

 

Rating level in the event of the most favourable scenario 

The most favourable scenario for the company and the sector in which it operates, considering the 

company’s operational development plan, as well as its objectives structural limitations could result in the 

creditworthiness being upgraded to a  high level, i.e A2.1 which corresponds to a situation of a very high 

credit worth, the resulting low credit risk i.e. the resulting probability of insolvency between 0,25% and 

0,30%. 
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Rating Factors 

Rating Factors 

Trends 
 

Micoperi was incorporated in Cagliari in 1946 by two shareholders, Minio and Contivecchi, and the acronym 

of the company "MI-CO-PERI" is formed by the initial syllables of the two founders and by the last two of the 

word "recu-PERI" [salvages]. The first major work for Micoperi was the salvage of the cruiser Trieste, that 

was sunk off the shores of the Maddalena Island. It was then called upon by the United Nations to clear the 

entire Suez Canal after the war of 1956, which marked its transfer to the current maritime works business. 

Eni then made its first move in the offshore oil business and the company Micoperi also moved into this 

sector. Since 1961 Micoperi has been involved in the construction of all types of platforms in the Gulf, Red 

Sea, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean, Caribbean and North Sea.  

In 1996 the company was acquired by the Protan Group of Ravenna, that was already operating in sector as 

a reference entrepreneur for Eni/Agip and, after a brief period of consolidation, thanks to the determination 

and intuition of the new owners, represented by the legal representative, Silvio Bartolotti, Micoperi returned 

to being a major player on the global scene.  

Between 2011 and 2014 the company experienced a period of extremely rapid growth in turnover and an 

extension of its operational capacity. This development was based on the strategic intuition of strengthening 

the operational capacity in terms of both the quantity and type of works it was able to execute. 

Strategic investments include the investment in the naval vessel Seminole which allowed Micoperi to enter 

the Pipelaying segment aside from the traditional Heavy Lifting segment. This segment is characterised by 

job orders that are normally of a higher value and which therefore accelerated the trend for the development 

of turnover; in addition, the characteristics of the Seminole gave the company the opportunity to operate at 

an international level including beyond the Mediterranean, thus opening up new markets. 

After the Seminole the acquisitions of other ships such as the Ocean Star, Mamta and Remas, which 

strengthened the operational capacity of the company, gave it the possibility to operate simultaneously 
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across various markets, including ones which are geographically distant, and extended its operations more 

effectively to sub-sea work.   

The Seminole is a pipe-layer crane vessel and allowed the group to extend its reach beyond the 

Mediterranean to Russia, Mexico, Brazil, West Africa and the Northern Seas. Today Micoperi has a fleet of  

ships specialising in the laying of subsea pipes, in salvage operations for sunken ships and in assistance to 

oil platforms. With its entirely directly owned fleet Micoperi deals with any offshore project. MICOPERI’s 

excellence ranges from engineering, to design, budgeting and services which have enabled it to create 

durable competitive advantages and it currently projects, constructs and installs plants in all parts of the 

world. 

The engineering capacity was in fact gradually reinforced along with its fleet of naval vessels. The 

exceptional Costa Concordia operation enabled the ability and professionalism of Micoperi to be known at a 

global level. 

The income statements of the last three financial years 2012, 2013 and 2014, highlight the impact of the 

activities linked to the salvage operations of the Costa Concordia: 

 

 

The analysis of the turnover net of the revenues of the above activities, highlight an increase of 51% 

between 2012 and 2013 and a significant consolidation in 2014 (+3.4%) in a year which was certainly 

complicated for the entire Oil & Gas industry. 
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EBITDA increased from Euro 20.4 million in 2012 to 40.3 million in 2014, going from 5.63% to 8.94% of the 

value of production especially on the basis of the Costa Concordia job order with a margin that was 

significantly more limited to the average levels for other orders. 

 

Micoperi S.p.A. Is today a leading company in offshore maritime works, sub-sea services, commissioning 

and chartering of motorboats, pontoons, tug-boats, construction of maritime plans in accordance with EPIC 

offshore projects  (Engineering, Procurement, Installation and Commissioning). It operates with two main 

shipping industry business units, "contracting" and "chartering". The company carries out its business directly 

from the central headquarters in Ravenna and from the operational offices in Ortona, and through two 

permanent business establishments, situated in Mexico and in the Ivory Coast to oversee the main 

development areas outside of the Mediterranean area: Central and Southern and West Africa.  

In the three-year period under examination the company successfully introduced itself to difficult new 

markets, such as Mexico, where MICOPERI is today considered leading company for the country and where 

it works with a permanent business establishment and two subsidiaries. In 2012 Micoperi was called upon to 

salvage the wreckage of the Costa Concordia in collaboration with the American company Titan. This 

operation was concluded successfully in July 2014. 

In the three-year period 2011-2014 the company accelerated its expansion and is now present in Croatia, 

Egypt, Libya, Israel, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Mozambique and finally Mexico. MICOPERI continued to 

strengthen by equipping itself with competitive naval vessels which are of great interest to the reference 

market. The market areas have grown following an astute commercial policy which in recent years have 

made it possible for the company to be introduced at a global level. At 31.12.2013 company reports a 

turnover for the financial year of Euro 430.6 million with a positive variation of 61.14% compared to the 2012 

20.454 

8.040 

37.239 

17.565 

40.332 

15.574 

Ebitda Net Profit
2012 2013 2014
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financial year, in which the turnover was Euro 267.6 million. Between 2011 and 2014 the company 

experienced a period of extremely high growth in turnover and an extension of its operational capacity. Even 

the 2014 financial year ended with reasonable volumes and positive management results, not only because 

of the "Costa Concordia" job order, but especially through the "Foxtrot" job orders in the Ivory Coast, the 

"Pemex" job orders in Mexico and the "Deka" job order in Egypt.  

At the end of 2014 the workforce of Micoperi was circa 700 employees; about 200 resources work in the 

central headquarters in Ravenna and in the operational offices in Ortona (Chieti); the company also has a 

total of circa 500 maritime staff which is employed on board the Micoperi vessels.  

At the end of 2014 Micoperi’s operating fleet included 22 naval vessels. 

Ahead of the new commitments as per the 2015-2016 backlog, such as, for example, the restoration works 

of the seabeds off the Giglio Island which began in December 2014 – Micoperi decided to add an additional 

vessel to its naval fleet, that was acquired from Saipem. The company acquired from the Eni group 

contractor the pipe-layer "Crawler", to support the future development strategies of Micoperi. The RINA  

classified naval vessel  is equipped with 10 mooring points and has a passenger capacity of 230 people. The 

Crawler is more than 151 metres long and 34 metres wide, and has an on-board crane with a lifting capacity 

of 546 tonnes and a capacity of the tensioning device of 90 tonnes. This will add to the already varied type of 

vessels in the fleet of Micoperi, that operates as main contractor, specialising in EPIC works which include 

on its reference list the removal of the wreckage of the Concordia, in partnership with the American group 

Titan. As recognition of the good job it did Micoperi was awarded – following a public tender -  contract for 

the restoration of the sea beds off the Giglio Island. The job order has a value of Euro 80 million and the 

operations should last a total of 15 months, with an expected use of circa 150 workers. 
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Rating Factors 

Negative Data 

Protests 

No protests have been found neither on the company, nor on its linked subjects. The double checks carried 

out on “doubtful” cases excluded possible homonymy thanks to detailed verifications. 

Bankruptcies and bankruptcy procedures  

No Bankruptcies and /or severe Bankruptcy Procedures have been found against the enterprise, nor against 

its linked subjects. 

Prejudicial actions 

No Prejudicial Actions coming from Curatorship have been found against the enterprise, nor against its 

linked subjects. 

Negative press review  

From our press review, which includes the daily analysis of almost 100 national, regional and above all 

provincial daily papers, we found no negative elements on the above-mentioned enterprise. 
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Rating Factors 

Market Conditions Context & Competitors Comparison 
 

Micoperi and the Protan Group which it belongs to are involved specifically in activities in the sector of 

maritime works, the execution of plants, sub-sea services in general, dredging works; acquisition, 

management, commissioning and chartering of motorboats, pontoons, tug-boats and equipment; 

construction of maritime plants, including civil works; construction, transport and installation of fixed and 

floating platforms. Micoperi therefore operates in a market which involves the macro sector of shipbuilding, 

specifically the construction and commissioning of ships and the construction of floating platforms and in 

offshore works linked to the macro sector of the extraction of hydrocarbons, Oil & Gas in the specific sector 

of the construction of plants for the oil and gas industry.  

In 2014 activity in the sector was affected by the fall in investments in plants especially by oil companies, as 

a result of the fall in the price of oil during the second half of the year. Demand within the sector was once 

again weak for the Eurozone and more dynamic in extra-European markets. Given the characteristics of 

demand, which is concentrated in the geographical areas which have reserves of oil and natural gas, 

companies operate at an international level. The level of concentration is high since the sector is dominated 

by a few dozen multinational and highly diversified operators. A few dozen multinational companies operate 

in the sector with the critical mass and necessary know-how to manage in its entirety a complete job order.  

Alongside these that are a whole range of smaller companies that are specialised in one or more phases of 

the execution of works. For competition in the sector a role of fundamental importance is played by the 

development of consolidated relations with the large private buyers, public institutions and financial 

institutions. A constant presence on the markets and a reputation as a company that fulfils objectives and 

respects timeframes are also essential elements for being awarded large contracts.  

The supply chain of "Oil & Gas" plants and systems includes three areas, Upstream for terrestrial (onshore) 

or maritime (offshore) installations for the exploration and extraction of oil and gas (oil platforms and 

pipelines and gas pipelines) in which MICOPERI S.p.A. specialises; Midstream, for the construction of 

networks and equipment for the transport of oil and gas from the extraction site to the processing and 

refinement sites (large gas pipelines and international oil pipelines, liquefaction regasification plants); finally 

Downstream which includes refineries, petrochemical plants, local gas pipeline networks.  
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Micoperi specialises in the upstream area of services to the offshore sector of the Oil & Gas industry 

diversifying in services for surveying and salvaging: in the offshore sector interventions have an extremely 

high level of complexity. In particular, for the construction of the extraction platforms a "jacket" must be built, 

i.e. a metallic infrastructure that is anchored to the seabed to support the operational modules which make 

up the upper part of the platforms. This operation requires the use of specially designed naval vessels such 

as the "Dynamic Heavy Lifting Vessel", that are able to operate by contrasting the forces of the sea currents, 

or vessels for the "Floatover" operations in which the floating part of the platform is put in position and 

anchored to the support structure below the sea level. 

Micoperi is amongst the main national operators operating in a diversified manner in the three areas. Our 

national operators specialise in the construction of oil plants, as well as oil and gas pipelines, while Micoperi 

specialises in offshore maritime work by constructing fixed and floating platforms, which is a segment in 

which competition is limited to the international level.  

Micoperi is an historic company which has been operating since the end of the Second World War in salvage 

operations for wreckages and restoration and clearing operations of war wreckages on behalf of the United 

Nations. It has also been established since the ’60s in the offshore sector of the Oil & Gas industry thanks to 

major job orders on behalf of Eni. Since the outset Micoperi has focused on research and constant 

innovation, with studies for sub-sea activities in deep and shallow waters, and Micoperi was also responsible 

for introducing the rules for diving and decompression, and produces heavy lifting systems.  

On the whole the sector presents an emerging level of risk. The Company MICOPERI S.p.A. is able to 

exploit the moment by focusing on changes which promotes growth and though research and development 

in innovative technologies that are more competitive and efficient. The crisis as well as the uncertainties for 

the Oil & Gas sector deriving from the oil price trends is therefore now seen - just as it was in the past - as an 

opportunity for change and improvement. Since 2012 it has been involved in the removal operations of the 

wreckage of the "Costa Concordia" along with a foreign partner, the American company "TITAN" via the 

incorporation of the consortium "Titan-Micoperi", with which it realised the parbuckling and refloating of the 

cruise ship, which sank on 13 January 2012. Since 2014 it has also been involved in the environmental 

restoration works of the seabeds following the removal of the Costa Concordia wreckage after 920 days.  

The reference market is a niche market characterised by a competitive scenario with high barriers to entry: 

experience, reputation and know-how are necessary requirements and reduce the number of operators. The 

companies of the sectors that operate at a global level are characterised by their critical mass, organisational 
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structure and scope of activities. The competition will be made more intense by the trends for the Oil & Gas 

sector between the few competitors at a global level. This will accentuate competition in certain geographical 

areas but will leave room for commercial and territorial expansion and above all technological innovation will 

make the difference in a market with a small number of experienced operators using cutting-edge 

technologies.  

Micoperi is continuing its constant innovation and today makes use of two research centres and has set up 

two start-up companies, the first of these, Micoperi Energia S.r.l., is involved in the production of energy from 

alternative sources and the second, Micoperi Blue Growth S.r.l., is involved in the extraction and exploitation 

of molecules generated by marine algae and is trying to obtain patents for different types of applications, 

from human nutrition to the use of biological molecules, specifically marine algae, and for the replacement of 

chemical products in agriculture. The project is mainly take form in the premises in Ortona, the former ENI 

office complex, which the owners have turned into a genuine university campus which hosts laboratories, 

production assets, departments of the group and Italian researchers who have just returned from periods 

abroad.  

In the markets in which it operates Micoperi competes with Saipem, McDermott, Technip (Global 

Industries), Swiber Offshore  Construction PTE Ltd, Cal Dive, Emas AMC, Sea Trucks Group, Bumi 

Armada, Van Oord, GSP Romania, Sigur Ros, Valentine and Geocean. The main competitor at a national 

level and in the entire Mediterranean area is SAIPEM SpA (Gruppo ENI). Micoperi has an operational, 

management and decision-making procedure which is more streamlined than its competitors and the ENI 

Group and Saipem are also one of the main customers of Micoperi S.p.A for both the group activities and for 

the execution of specific phases of work in the job orders they acquire from third-party operators. 

The following table illustrates the competitive scenario for national operators operating across the entire 

supply chain of the sector of plants for the oil industry of gas, which includes companies specialising in the 

construction of plants for the Oil & Gas industry, the execution of works, the construction and installation of 

plants for industry, processing plants, equipment for plants, construction and testing of Oil & Gas plants, 

engineering activities, services for the offshore sector, petrochemical plants, floating platforms, etc.  

Company Group Brands Sectors FY 2013 Revenues ∆  % prev.FY 

SAIPEM Eni 
Saipem, 

Bouygues 
Offshore  

Offshore oil plants, 

under water and 

terrestrial channels, 

earth and deep sea 

2013 12.256.000 -8,33 
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drilling, natural gas 

liquefaction plants. 

NUOVO PIGNONE 
General 

Electric Co. 
(USA) 

Nuovo 
Pignone 

Gas and steam 

turbines, 

reciprocating and 

centrifugal 

compressors, 

centrifugal pumps for 

oil and gas extraction, 

compression, 

pumping and  

injection stations,  

valves, 

instrumentation, 

monitor units, 

automation systems. 

2013 3.605.422 -5,12 

MAIRE 
TECNIMONT SPA 

Maire Gestioni  

 

Petrochemical and 

refining industry 

plants. 

2013 1.572.928 -26,34 

TECNIMONT SPA Maire Gestioni Tecnimont 

 

Production of “keys in 

hands” plants for 

polymers production 

and for the Oil & Gas 

sector (refineries, 

natural gas extraction 

and distribution 

plants), natural gas 

liquefaction and  

gasification plants. 

2013 1.128.747 -36,41 

KT - KINETICS 
TECHNOLOGY 
SPA 

Maire Gestioni  

Petrochemical and 

refining industry 

plants: sulfur mine, 

refinery ovens and 

plants for the 

production of 

hydrogen. 

2012 181.639 -24,49 

TECHIP ITALY 
SPA 

Technip (F) 
Technip, 
Tecnipetrol 

Project and 

construction of on-

shore petrochemical 

plants, terminals, 

distribution and 

freight systems for 

gas and oil, and at a 

lower rate industrial 

plants (for the 

2013 581.564 4,94 
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chemical, 

pharmaceutical and 

agro industrial 

sectors) 

TECHINT SPA 
Techint 
(USA) 

Techint  

Oil and gas pipelines, 

gas processing 

plants, chemical, 

petrochemical plants, 

electric stations, high 

and low voltage 

distribution networks, 

industrial plants for 

the metallurgic, paper 

and glass sectors. 

2013 544.383 30,20 

BONATTI SPA BONATTI BONATTI 

 

Petrochemical and 

gas processing 

plants, gas and oil 

pipelines,  

Pumping and 

compressing stations; 

civil (urban re 

qualifications) and 

industrial 

constructions. 

2013 527.774 -4,02 

PROTAN SRL 
Fam. 

Bartolotti 
 

 

Maritime plants, 

underwater 

services, dredging 

activities; 

construction, 

transport and 

installation of fixed 

and floating 

platforms. 

2013 431.155 

 
 
 
 

60,07 

MICOPERI SPA 
Fam. 

Bartolotti 
 

Offshore/ maritime 

platforms 2013 430.611 61,14 

ROSETTI 
MARINO SPA 

Rosetti 
Marino 

 

 

Offshore construction 

platforms,  

petrochemical plants, 

pressure equipments, 

channels and pipes, 

ships and tug boats. 

2013 392.649 -1,05 

FOSTER 
WHEELER 
ITALIANA SPA 

Foster 
Wheeler Ltd. 

(USA) 

Foster 
Wheeler  

 

Project and 

construction of huge 
2013 365.695 -8,46 
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petrochemical and 

chemical  plants, for 

the production of 

electric energy, 

sewage disposal 

systems, and plants 

for the 

pharmaceutical 

sector. 

SICIM SPA  Sicim  

Services related to 

the construction of oil, 

water and gas plants; 

installation of plants 

for the hydrocarbon 

industry, services 

related to the 

environmental clean-

up. 

2013 359.639 -14,90 

DRILLMEC SPA 
Trevi Group 

Trevisani 
 

 

Project, construction 

and assistance of: 

high pressure piston 

pumps, mud pumps, 

hole punchers for 

water, oil and similar 

equipments.  

2013 335.283 28,28 

SIIRTEC NIGI 
SPA 

Siirtec Nigi  

Processing plants 

and equipments for 

oil and gas: 

processing of acid 

gases in refineries, 

plants for the 

processing of 

ammonia and urea 

2013 206.421  

DEMONT SRL DellePiane  

Construction, test and 

start-up of plants for 

energy emission; 

supply and 

manufacturing of 

pipes, channels, 

degasification 

systems, heat 

exchangers, boilers, 

exhaust gas 

processing plants, 

supply of  district 

heating systems.  

2013 186.575 24,83 
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BELLELI 
ENERGY SRL 

Hanover 
Compressor 
Co. (USA) 

 

Project, construction, 

assembling and 

maintenance of plants 

for the desalination, 

the energy, the petrol 

chemistry; project and 

construction of huge 

containers for the 

petrol chemistry and 

the energy (reactors, 

columns and 

exchangers) 

 

2013 132.709 14,94 

RENCO SPA  Eida Gasparini  

 

Oil, Gas & Energy 

extraction and 

distribution plants. 

2013 107.520 -10,64 

 
 
The main international operators can be seen in the following table:  
 

Company Country Revenues (€ 0,000) ∆ % 2013/2012 

Halliburton Co USA 21.320 -1,3 

Gruppo Techint I-RA 18.402 -3,9 

Technip Sa FR 9.358 13,7 

Sbm Offshore  Nv NL 3.483 26,2 

Foster Wheeler Ag US-CH US-CH 2.415 -7,7 
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Rating Factors  

Certifications 
 

Micoperi S.p.A. has acquired the following certifications and the quality management system of MICOPERI 

S.p.A. has been certified by the company RINA Services S.p.A.:  

  

CERTIFICATIONS N. CERTIFICATE EMISSION EXPIRY DATE 

RePro 330.268 17/02/15 11/02/16 

BS OHSAS 18001:2007 OHS-2034 05/06/14 04/06/17 

ISO 14001:2004 EMS-5480/ANS 04/06/14 03/06/17 

ISO 9001:2008 8825/03/S 11/05/12 14/05/15 

EuroSoa OG7 13068/04/00 31/08/12 13/10/15 

EuroSoa OS21 13067/04/00 31/08/12 13/10/15 

FPAL 10050191   
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50%

8,58%

50%

91,42%

0% 0,00%

Risk Analysis of the Customer Portfolio: exposure 2013

214.250.1804

Enterprises Exposure

50,00%

41,92%

50,00% 57,88%

0,00%

0,20%
0,00% 0,00%

Risk Analysis of the Customer Portfolio: exposure 2014

Enterprises Exposure

10 3.505.798

Rating Factors 

Quality of the customer portfolio 
 

On the basis of the data provided by MICOPERI S.p.A. with regard to its customer portfolio at 31/12/2014 an 

analysis was carried out on the risk of this in terms of the numbers of customers and the respective level of 

turnover. The first diagram shows the distribution of the number of companies and the turnover (achieved 

during the year in question) per CGR (Rating Cerved Group) class which the second diagram shows the 

breakdown of companies and turnover in the customer portfolio per class of credit-worthiness.  

The customer portfolio highlights a shift of the concentration level of exposure towards customers with a 

good class of credit worthiness and towards customers with a minimum credit worthiness. On the whole, the 

greater number of customer companies remains in  a bracket of good solvency. In a financial context the 

activities which the company pursues also include interventions to reduce trade receivables through the 

reduction of collection times.   

 

The customer portfolio at 31/12/2013 highlights the presence of 4 customers and and overall exposure of 

Euro 214,250,180. The score of the 2013 portfolio, which expresses any summary form a judgement on risk, 

is in class B which highlights an average risk of insolvency and a moderate value of risk capital of 8,297,282, 

from which only 25% of the exposure is of high risk.  

� CREDIT RATING HIGH 

� CREDIT RATING GOOD 

� CREDIT RATING LOW 

� CREDIT RATING MINIMUM 
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We report that at 31 December 2014 a significant reduction in overall exposure compared to the 

financial year in relation to the completion of the 

31/12/2014 features 10 customers and the

customer portfolio is in class A, which highlights a low risk of insolvency and a limited value of risk capital of 

Euro 61,185 Euro, for the overall exposure of 3.

The following diagrams show for the 2014 and

companies and exposures in the database 

The comparison between the two years in the different periods under consideration highlights that the 

customers are in the modal class B

B1.2.  

                                                                     

Nel 2013 si evidenzia che le aziende clienti si 

collocava per contro in una classe di rischio maggiore, ovvero in B

The job orders generally have a duration which varies from period of less than 12 months to a maximum 

period of 2/3 years, but collection times can vary significantly depending on the different payment procedures 

for the various customers. It is expected that onc

for its operations in Mexico are overcome

of activity directly as of 2015.  

Rating Distribution/Customer & Exposure 2014
Rating Distribution/Customer & Exposure2013

1 December 2014 a significant reduction in overall exposure compared to the 

financial year in relation to the completion of the Costa Concordia job order. The

014 features 10 customers and the overall exposure fell to Euro 3,505,798. 

which highlights a low risk of insolvency and a limited value of risk capital of 

for the overall exposure of 3.5 million.  

The following diagrams show for the 2014 and 2013 financial years the distribution of the number of 

database for each Cerved Rating Agency Rating class

The comparison between the two years in the different periods under consideration highlights that the 

B2.2 in 2014, while the value of the exposure is in a lower risk class

                                                                      

 

evidenzia che le aziende clienti si collocavano in classe modale A2.1, il valore dell’esposizione si 

per contro in una classe di rischio maggiore, ovvero in B2.1.. 

generally have a duration which varies from period of less than 12 months to a maximum 

but collection times can vary significantly depending on the different payment procedures 

It is expected that once the operational difficulties that the company had in 2014 

erations in Mexico are overcome, the credit situation should return to the normal levels for this type 

Rating Distribution/Customer & Exposure 2014

 

28 

Rating Distribution/Customer & Exposure2013

1 December 2014 a significant reduction in overall exposure compared to the 2013  

The customer portfolio at 

. The score of the 2014 

which highlights a low risk of insolvency and a limited value of risk capital of 

financial years the distribution of the number of 

Rating class.  

The comparison between the two years in the different periods under consideration highlights that the 

while the value of the exposure is in a lower risk class, i.e. 

, il valore dell’esposizione si 

generally have a duration which varies from period of less than 12 months to a maximum 

but collection times can vary significantly depending on the different payment procedures 

e the operational difficulties that the company had in 2014 

, the credit situation should return to the normal levels for this type 
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Rating Factors  

Degree of customer concentration 
 
In the Mediterranean market Micoperi works for Eni, Eni Divisione Esplorazione e Produzione, Petrobel 

Egitto, Saipem, Repsol Spagna, InAgip d.o.o. Croazia, Edison, British Gas Tunisia, P.A. Resources Tunisia, 

TPAO Turchia.  

SAIPEM SpA (ENI Groupo) and the ENI group and Saipem itself, represent one of the main customers for 

both the group activities and for the execution of specific phases of work in the job orders they acquire from 

third-party operators.   

In the West African market Micoperi operated with Sinopec on the project in Ghana, with Tullow on the 

Banda Gas project in Mauritania and with Foxtrot on the Marlin project in the Ivory Coast. In the Central 

American market Micoperi operates mainly for Pemex in Mexico on projects with a value of more than USD 

500 million, including one with a value of circa USD 190 million on a joint venture basis with the Spanish 

group Dragados.  

.  
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Economic - Financial Evaluation
It represents the distribution of the enterprises of the sector following the categories of economic

the enterprise with the one of the sector over the last three years

 

 

During the last year taken into consideration, the subject ranks in class

evaluation scale, showing a similar level of risk compared with the average of its sector of activity

  31/12/2013                                                                                                                              

  31/12/2012  

  31/11/2011                                                                                                                              

S1       High safety 

S2       Safety 

S3       High solvency 

S4       Solvency 

V1       Limited solvency 

V2       Low solvency 

R1       Limited risk 

R2       Risk 

R3       High risk 

R4       Very high risk 

 

Financial Evaluation 
It represents the distribution of the enterprises of the sector following the categories of economic-financial 

the enterprise with the one of the sector over the last three years. 

 

 

 

  

During the last year taken into consideration, the subject ranks in class   V1  of the economic

level of risk compared with the average of its sector of activity

                                                                                                                             

                                                                                    

                                                                                                                             

 Enterprise   Sector  
 

 

 

30 

financial risk and compares  the risk of 

 

of the economic-financial 

level of risk compared with the average of its sector of activity 

                                                                                                                                       0,71%  

                                                                                    0,81% 

                                                                                                                                       0,96%       
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Rating Factors 

Economic, equity and financial situation 
 

Micoperi carries out construction and installation activities for offshore structures, operating as lead 

contractor for EPIC contracts and specialises in installation, maintenance and modification/refurbishment as 

well as decommissioning activities. Between 2011 and 2014 Micoperi S.p.A. continued to acquire numerous 

job orders which allowed it to increase in an exceptional manner both its turnover and workforce compared to 

the previous years with a significant growth in equity and results. In order to deliver the job orders it acquired, 

new investments were made in both operating structures on the ground and on the naval vessels used by 

the company, with the further strengthening of the fleet with the acquisition of the naval vessel Ocean Star. 

The 2013 turnover also includes half of the revenues for services as well as half of the costs for services 

offset by Titan-Micoperi the Consortium company that was incorporated by Titan and Micoperi for the 

removal of the wreckage of the "Costa Concordia" which the company holds a 50% share in, and for which 

the offset revenues that were incorporated into the company amount to Euro 184.9 Million. The 2014 

revenues were affected by the offsetting of revenues and costs from the Titan-Micoperi consortium that had 

by this point become residual compared to the revenues from the core activities.  

From the comparative analysis of the financial statements relating to the 2011, 2012 and 2013 financial 

years, which were reclassified (using CE.BI. – Centrale dei Bilanci), it emerges that the total assets from the 

balance sheet at 31/12/2013 amounted to Euro 482,465 thousand, which represented a significant increase 

of 67.32% compared to the previous financial year. At the same date the assets of the financial statement 

had a working capital of Euro 379,526 thousand (+92,18%) and fixed capital which had risen to Euro 

102,939 thousand (+13.29%). The working capital increased significantly because of two main factors, i.e. 

the significance of the activities for the Costa Concordia job order that were offset to the Titan-Micoperi 

consortium and the growing importance of the Mexican activities which especially in 2014 experiences 

significant phases of negotiation with the customer Pemex which affected the scheduled operating and 

financial cash flow for the necessary investments. The value of the working capital is however to be 

considered fairly satisfactory in relation to the level of current debts. A significant improvement is expected to 

be seen already during the course of 2015.  

The most significant component of the current assets at 31/12/2013, which was equal to Euro 376,953 

thousand, is represented by credits with customers and with regard to "credits with connected companies ", 
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which is equal to Euro 296,584,436.  We report that these credits were generated mainly by the offsetting of 

50% of the revenues of the consortium company Titan Micoperi, Euro 82,607 thousand for the offsetting of 

the 2012 revenues and Euro 184,974 thousand for the offsetting of the 2013 revenues. In 2014 the offset 

revenues are estimated to amount to Euro 71,006 thousand.  

Accruals and deferrals amount to Euro 22,207 thousand compared to the 2012 balance of Euro 14,683 

thousand, which included multi-year pre-paid charges/expenses of 19,894,938 and at 31/12/2013 there are 

still pre-paid charges for a period of more than 5 years amounting to Euro 1,543 thousand for leasing 

charges for the naval vessel Seminole.  

The liabilities included shareholders’ equity of Euro 48,984 thousand (+52.99%) and total debt exposure of 

Euro 429,431 thousand (+69.62%), with short-term debts represented 95.53%. During the course of the 

three-year period under examination the capital structure varied on the whole by +459.46%. There are 

forecasts for an additional improvement between 2015 and 2018. 

 

At 31.12.2013 the shareholders’ equity is made up as follows: 

Equity  2012 2013  2014 

 32.019.059 48.985.021 63.959.296 

I – Share Capital 11.000.000 11.000.000 11.000.000 

IV - Legal Reserves 1.151.827 1.553.848 2.432.146 

VI - Statutory Reserve  3.126.498 3.930.540 5.687.136 

VII - Other Reserves 292.266 298.125 889.644 

VIII - Reserve from Profi of the year 8.408.049 14.636.545 28.376.097 

IX - Profit of the year 8.040.419 17.565.963 15.574.272 

 

The income statement highlights that in the 2013 financial year the company had a turnover of Euro 430,611 

thousand, which represented a strong increase of 61.14% compared to the level of the previous financial 

year. The financial statement closed with a profit of Euro 17,566 thousand, 118.48% more than in 2012.  

The cash-flow generated during the course of the financial year in question was positive to the tune of Euro 

25,028 thousand. The liquidity ratio (Acid test =91.00%) presents an acceptable value that is therefore in line 
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with the commitments undertaken by the current management using resources that are immediately 

available.  

The value of the Current ratio (=92.00%) indicates that the company has financial means in the short term 

which do not guarantee the full coverage of the current liabilities. From the value of the leverage ratio (8.77) 

we note a situation of significant use of third-party capital. Compared to the previous financial year the ratio 

between third-party capital and equity worsened. At the same time the financial charges have a limited 

bearing on turnover (1.06%). Short-term liabilities amount to 95.26% of turnover. The ratio of the result of the 

financial year on turnover went from +3.01% in 2012 to +4.08% in 2013. The return on equity (ROE) 

improved (+28.40% in 2012 and +43.40% in 2013), obtaining a higher yield than alternative financial 

investments.  

In the three-year period 2011-2013 the Company’s financial indebtedness increased as a result of the major 

investments that were made and the significant volumes stemming from the Costa Concordia job order. 

Even with regard to debts, which amounted to Euro 433,952 thousand at 31/12/2013 compared to Euro 

257,679 thousand in the previous financial year, it should be noted that the most significant entry relates to 

debts towards connected companies and were generated by the offsetting of 50% of the costs of the 

Consortium Titan Micoperi - Euro 78,692 thousand in 2012 and Euro 178,480 thousand in 2013 - for an 

overall total of Euro 257,172 thousand.  

In 2014 there was an improvement with the reduction of the financial position. In the current 2015 financial 

year the net financial position should be around Euro 107 million. The 2015-2018 strategic business plan has 

forecasted a gradual reduction of the net financial position as of 2016.   

A reduction is also made possible by transactions and assets in securities and financial credits within the 

group, which were liquidated at the start of 2015. Moreover, growing profitability is expected from the 

contracting job orders and a capital gain from the sale of a naval vessel.  

The plan also entails investments of circa Euro 130 million by 2016 to strengthen the fleet additionally and to 

make it competitive in the market in West Africa, Mexico and in operations in ocean areas. The Net Financial 

Position includes medium to long term liabilities existing at the end of 2014, the new scheduled medium to 

long term indebtedness, the uses of operating loans and the short term current account overdrafts and the 

liquidity generated by the business.  
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In 2015 there has been a worsening due mainly to the financial requirements linked to the new investments, 

which are improving progressively thanks to the production of cash flow and which will even become positive 

at the end of the period covered by the plan. 

The financial dynamics reveal a significant generation of liquidity through the management of the assets. In 

2016 we have to consider the effect on the net result of the capital gain from the sale of the Remas, the 

naval vessel from which the leasing charges will have to be discounted. Amongst the uses we highlight the 

major investment effort during the first years of the plan which will then be reduced simply to the 

strengthening of equipment. The final situation in terms of financial resources will therefore improve and 

should become positive in 2018.  

The scenarios described by the Business Plan entail two crucial investment phases during the course of the 

current 2015 financial year and during the 2016 financial year for the projects relating to the strengthening of 

the fleet. The fixed assets will include significant investments in 2015 and 2016 for the strengthening of the 

company-owned fleet (within property, plant and equipment) and the revamping of vessels held through 

leasing contracts (in the intangible fixed assets). 

In 2015 an investment of Euro 30 million has been scheduled for the revamping of a naval vessel for the 

activities in West Africa; also during the course of 2015 there is to be an acquisition for circa Euro 70 million 

of a powerful new naval vessel that is able to operate in ocean areas that will be supported by satellite with 

extremely limited management costs; in 2016 there will be an investment of circa 30 million for the 

revamping of the Seminole, that is held through a leasing contract.  

In order to implement the strategic business plan and improve the balance of the financial structure the 

company expects to shift the sources from the short to medium/long. The investments will amount on the 

whole to circa Euro 100 million.  

The taking on of new financial debt will be evaluated and could take place at another point in time since it 

also depends on finding the right naval vessel to acquire. 

The projections therefore include the progressive increase of the financial charges until 2015 that will then 

reduce gradually as of the 2016 financial year. We also report the complete reimbursement of mortgages 

and leasing contracts by 2016 that will free up circa Euro 8 million per annum to support the scheduled 

investments.   

The company is committed to continuing with a greater efficiency and accountability at all levels in order to 

meet the new challenges and difficulties it will be faced with in a globalised market, while always maintaining 
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the balance of the fundamentals underlying Micoperi’s development, i.e. technology, innovation, 

determination and the capacity to produce income by reducing to a minimum potential financial risks. This 

process will continue and be developed with the objective of further improving economic performance and 

presenting the activities of Micoperi and the Group in a rational manner, ahead of operations for the offering 

of capital to third parties.  

.  
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Rating Factors 

Credit Relations  
 

With regard to short-term credit relations there are no clearly prejudicial elements for the party being 

examined, which maintains a conduct that is based on correctness.  

Towards the banking system at 31.12.2013 there are total debts of Euro 100.769.773; specifically short-term 

exposure towards credit institutions amount to Euro 81,553,793 and exposure for mortgages amount to Euro 

12,272,159. In the medium/long term as of 31/12/2013 there were debts towards banks from mortgages 

beyond 12 months of Euro 19,215,980. On 16 December 2013, following a request by the subsidiary 

Micoperi Energia S.r.l., the company resolved to grant an interest-bearing loan of up to a maximum of Euro 

1,000,000 at an interest rate of 3.5% per annum. The reimbursement of this will take place in a single 

instalment no later than 31 December 2016.  

During the course of 2013 the Company also shifted to the medium-long-term a part of the debts existing at 

31 December of the previous financial year for investments, via the taking out of a pool of mortgages with a 

capital value of Euro 30,000,000, where the lead bank was Cassa di Risparmio di Ravenna. The overall 

exposure at 31.12.2014 towards the banking system amounted to Euro 114,619,970. The short-term 

exposures towards banks was Euro 103,163,470 while the exposure beyond 12 months was Euro 

11,456,500.  

Debts towards banks for exposure for mortgages, showed a residual debt at 31 December 2014 of Euro 

45,630,030, including three contracts that will be progressively repaid between 8 March and 31 May 2015, 

with a residual capital value for the 2016 financial year, of Euro 22,505,030.  

In 2016 the pooled loan of 30,000,000 will also be paid off,  and only one loan will remain (Euro 4,539,050 in 

2014) until its complete repayment which is expected at 29.04.2019. 
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Rating Factors  

Management quality 
 

The opinion on the Management is extremely positive. The constant innovation, and the technological and 

management excellence of its Management have allowed Micoperi to create durable competitive advantages 

in niche markets where it is now a key player at the global level and a partner of major Oil Companies.  

Micoperi is an historic Italian company which was relaunched in 1996 thanks to the ability and determination 

of the entrepreneur Silvio Bartolotti. The innovation was continued in subsequent years with major 

investments in the naval fleet and in Research & Development activities which have allowed the company to 

achieve excellent performances in both economic terms and in terms of the importance of the projects it has 

been awarded.  

The management is characterised by the passion and determination with which it operates, the intuitions and 

technologies it developed which are still successful, since it succeeded ahead of schedule in creating a 

contemporary business with a streamlined organisational structure and by exploiting and transferring a 

specific know-how to its competitors that have increasingly become customers and partners. The model has 

also been replicated in new sectors, underlining the capacity for diversification in terms of the application of 

technologies it has developed and patented in innovative sectors, such as the construction of plants for the 

production of energy from alternative sources with an innovative off-shore wind system.  
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Informations 

Informations 

Company Profile  

Anagrafica 

Company Name MICOPERI 

Address VIA TRIESTE 279 - 48122 RAVENNA (RA) 

Telephone  0544/422252 

Website www.micoperi.com 

Certified Mail MICOPERI@PEC.IT 

Company Legal Form SOCIETA' PER AZIONI 

Activity Status ACTIVE SINCE 26/09/1996 

Incorporation Date 29/08/1996 

Activity start date 29/08/1996 

Authorized Share Capital 11.000.000 

Subscribed Share Capital  11.000.000 

Paid-up Share Capital 11.000.000 

REA Code/ Registered on  RA 137923,  enrolled on 15/10/2004 Source REA BO/390762 

Fiscal Code 01350750392 

VAT Number  01823211204 

ISTAT Code  301102 

Nace Code  30.11 

RAE Code 361 

SAE Code 430 

Company belonging to the group PROTAN - BARTOLOTTI in the role of  Subsidiary  

Ultimate parent company's name PROTAN S.R.L. 

Number of branches 3 
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Ownership, Governance
 

The share capital of Micoperi S.p.A. 

11,000 shares each with a value of  

The main shareholder is the company 

Euro 8,910,000.00, which is 81% of the share capital

S.r.l., is held entirely by the Shareholders 

Bartolotti Silvio, directly owns a nominal shareholding of Euro 880,000.

capital; Mrs Nappo Luisa has a nominal shareholding of Euro 770,000.

capital. The shareholders Scollo Vincenzino, Crotti Martino, Roberto Tomaini 

Italia - Società Fiduciaria e di Servizi 

to 1% of the share capital. 

Micoperi was incorporated on 29.08.1996. 

company into a joint stock company

the Chairman, Andrea Monorchio and the Managing Director 

of MICOPERI S.p.A. conforms with the traditional model and the management is entrusted to the Board of 

Directors, the central management body of the company that was confirmed with a deed of 14 March 2015

the supervisory functions are  attributed to the Board of Statutory Auditors

to the auditing firm appointed by the Shareholders’ Assembly

The board of statutory auditors includes the Chairman

Marco, Spadoni Federico;  the alternate auditors are 

SILVIO 

BARTOLOTTI

8%

LUISA NAPPO

7% MARTINO CROTTI

ROBERTO TOMAINI

1%

Governance, Organisational Structure

Micoperi S.p.A. is equal to Euro 11,000,000.00, and is entirely paid

shares each with a value of  Euro 1,000.00. The share capital is controlled by 7 parties

r is the company PROTAN S.R.L. (01037640396) that has a nominal shareholding of 

of the share capital. The share capital of the majority shareholder, Protan 

hareholders Bartolotti Silvio (70%) and Nappo Luisa (30%). 

directly owns a nominal shareholding of Euro 880,000.00, which is equal to 

as a nominal shareholding of Euro 770,000.00, which is equal to 7% of the share

Scollo Vincenzino, Crotti Martino, Roberto Tomaini and the Company

Società Fiduciaria e di Servizi S.p.A., have a nominal shareholding of Euro 110,000.

29.08.1996. With deed of 14.03.2015 it was transformed from a limited liability 

company into a joint stock company. Micoperi is managed by a Board of Directors comprising 7 members

and the Managing Director Mr Silvio Bartolotti. The organisational structure 

conforms with the traditional model and the management is entrusted to the Board of 

body of the company that was confirmed with a deed of 14 March 2015

the supervisory functions are  attributed to the Board of Statutory Auditors and the external audit is entrusted 

to the auditing firm appointed by the Shareholders’ Assembly.  

The board of statutory auditors includes the Chairman, Berti Mattia and the statutory auditors

the alternate auditors are Paolo Bocchini and Matteo Mortaletti. 

MARTINO CROTTI

1%

ROBERTO TOMAINI
SERVIZIO ITALIA FIDUCIARIA 

E DI SERVIZI

1%

VINCENZINO SCOLLI

1%
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al Structure 

and is entirely paid-up and divided into 

The share capital is controlled by 7 parties.  

that has a nominal shareholding of 

The share capital of the majority shareholder, Protan 

Nappo Luisa (30%). The shareholder  

which is equal to 8% of the share 

which is equal to 7% of the share 

and the Company Servizio 

have a nominal shareholding of Euro 110,000.00, which is equal 

it was transformed from a limited liability 

is managed by a Board of Directors comprising 7 members, 

The organisational structure 

conforms with the traditional model and the management is entrusted to the Board of 

body of the company that was confirmed with a deed of 14 March 2015; 

external audit is entrusted 

tutory auditors, Salvatori 

Matteo Mortaletti.  

PROTAN

81%
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The company which is responsible for the accounting control is Hermes S.p.A. (02205710409) with 

registered offices in Bologna, which was confirmed with deed of 14.03.2015.  

The Company carries out its business in the central headquarters in Ravenna in via Trieste, 279 which 

includes the administrative and commercial management, and from the operational premises in Ortona, via 

Cervana, 16, as well as through two permanent business establishments, situated in Mexico in the Ivory 

Coast to oversee the main development areas outside of the Mediterranean area: Central and South 

America and West Africa.  

The organisational structure highlights the management philosophy of the owners, which is based on a 

strong technical-operational and commercial presence supported by highly streamlined staff functions. The 

limited reporting structure facilitates the decision-making process and coordination.  

In recent years there has been a strong increase within the Company of qualified staff, although in the 

timeframe covered by the plan no significant changes are expected other than the introduction of 

professionals with a technical role. The Company’s workforce includes “ground” and “sea” resources for a 

total of circa 800 employees in Italy and additional 500 staff from the foreign premises at the end of 2014. 

The ground staff represents 33% of the workforce; while the remaining 67% are maritime workers.  

Micoperi takes part in the most important trade fairs and sector events including the OMC. The founders and 

major believers in this event include the very Legal Representative of the company, Silvio Bartolotti. Today 

the Offshore Mediterranean Conference & Exhibition - OMC in Ravenna is the main appointment for the Oil 

& Gas industry in the Mediterranean area.  

The Offshore Mediterranean Conference and Exhibition sees the involvement of more than 1,200 delegates, 

representatives of producer nations from the Mediterranean (Algeria, Egypt, Libya), and sub-Saharan Africa 

(Congo, Angola, Mozambique) and the Middle East (Qatar, Iraq). The event is held in an exhibition area of 

more 25 thousand square metres and for the 2015 edition hosted circa 687 exhibitors from 34 Countries, 

with the presence of all the major European, North African and Middle Eastern Oil Companies (Eni, Edison, 

Total, Shell, Sonatrach, EGPC, EGAS, NOC, Crosco, Ina, Qatar Petroleum). The OMC is valued highly by 

Micoperi because it is also a meeting place for students and companies: the Student Arena is the space for 

younger generations to hear about work and career opportunities within the Oil&Gas sector. In 2015 the 

OMC 2015 focused on change in the next 20 years: "Planning the next 20 years, Diversifying choices, 

increasing opportunities”.  
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Protan Group & Micoperi Participations  
 
 

The company belongs to the company belongs to the Group PROTAN S.r.l.; the parent company PROTAN 

S.r.l. has an 81% stake in the share capital. The share capital of the majority shareholder, Protan S.r.l., is 

owned entirely by the shareholders Bartolotti Silvio and Nappo Luisa.  

The group's activities include the installation of fixed and floating platforms; maritime works, execution of 

plants, sub-sea services in general, dredging works; acquisition, management, commissioning and 

chartering of motorboats, pontoons, tug-boats and equipment; construction of maritime plants, including civil 

works.  

The main shareholding of Micoperi are: 

- 25% of Savini&C Srl, with the registered offices in Ravenna which operates in the metalworking and 

mechanical engineering sector, particularly in the context of constructions, assemblies and industrial 

maintenance relating to both the offshore and onshore sector, as well as assistance in drilling; 

- 80% of Micoperi de Mexico S.A. de C.V., with registered offices in Mexico City, which provides technical 

and administrative support services to the permanent business establishment in Mexico. The Company also 

owns a prestigious property (of circa 550 sqm) in Mexico City, which it uses to host the new operational 

offices; 

- on 16 October 2013, with the subscription of a stake of 50% of the share capital of MXN 25,000, it 

participated in the incorporation of the company Dragados Micoperi Offshore with registered offices in the 

United Mexican Stares to participate in the acquisition and execution of new job orders in the area; the 

company was incorporated in 2013 and is required for the realisation of offshore projects in collaboration with 

the Dragados Group;  

- 86% of Micoperi Energia S.r.l., which was incorporated on 09/04/2013, with registered offices in Ortona, 

which is a start-up is involved in the design of an innovative plan for the production of wind power;  

- 70% of Micoperi Blue Growth S.r.l., that was incorporated during the course of 2014 with registered offices 

in Ravenna, which is a start-up that is active in the field of the research for new molecules that can be 

extracted from the cultivation of certain marine algae; 

- 50% of Titan-Micoperi S.r.l. a consortium company (in liquidation), that was incorporated in 2012 on a joint 

venture basis with registered offices in Genoa, to manage the salvage operations of the Costa Concordia 

wreckage.  
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During the course of 2014, Micoperi 

Micoperi Energia S.r.l. for the production of energy from alternative sources with an innovative offshore wind 

system and the company Micoperi Blue Growth S.r.l. 

generated by marine algae.  The

Micoperi opened the latter two companies, two innovative start

for the production of energy from alternative sources with an innovative offshore wind 

Micoperi Blue Growth S.r.l. for the extraction and exploitation of molecules 

The Protan group comprises four main companies
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innovative start-ups, the company 

for the production of energy from alternative sources with an innovative offshore wind 

for the extraction and exploitation of molecules 

group comprises four main companies, as well as strategic 
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shareholdings and functions held in companies situated in Croatia, Egypt and Mexico. The main trading 

companies of the Protan Group are Micoperi S.p.A., which is involved in installation, branding, construction 

and is a lead contractor for EPIC contracts; Savini Srl, for offshore manufacturing and maintenance services 

and Sub Sea Oil Services Srl, for diving services. With its complete company owned fleet of ships for 

offshore construction and support, Micoperi S.p.A. has the capacity to provide solutions for any project in the 

high seas. Since 1996 and with the entry of the Owner, Silvio Bartolotti, Micoperi updated the existing 

offshore activities and invested continually in new ships for its fleet, in order to improve its functionality and 

self-sufficiency and to undertake a vast range of projects.   

The entry other shareholdings, in other companies by companies of the group, also comprises stakes in 

banks. There was no variation in terms of the shareholdings in Eurofidi (Società Consortile di Garanzia 

Collettiva Fidi S.c.p.a.), in Micoperi D.O.O., in Engineered Offshore  Petroleum Service and in SATAR.  
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Main Official Directors 
Function 

 
ANDREA MONORCHIO 

Born in: REGGIO CALABRIA (RC) il 24/06/1939 

Address: VIA ISONZO 32,  00198 ROMA (RM)  

Fiscal Code  MNRNDR39H24H224N 

 

 
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

START DATE   10/06/2011 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD  START DATE 

 10/06/2011 

 
CLAUDIO BARTOLOTTI  

Born in: RAVENNA (RA) il 03/03/1977 

Address: VIA CASTEL SAN PIETRO 32,  48100 RAVENNA  (RA) ()  

Fiscal Code  BRTCLD77C03H199J 

  

 

 

 

DEPUTY PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS  START DATE   09/10/2007 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD  START DATE    

09/10/2007 

 

 
FABIO BARTOLOTTI  

Born in: RAVENNA (RA) il 15/12/1981 

Address: VIALE DEI CROSTACEI 3,  48100 RAVENNA  (RA) ()  

Fiscal Code  BRTFBA81T15H199R 

 

 
DEPUTY PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS  START DATE   15/04/2011 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD   

in carica dal 09/10/2007 

 

APPOINTED  

START DATE   13/11/2014 

 

 

SILVIO BARTOLOTTI  

Born in: LUGO (RA) il 06/01/1945 

Address: VIA DEI CROSTACEI 3,  48100 RAVENNA  (RA) ()  

Fiscal Code  BRTSLV45A06E730Z 

 

 

GENERAL MANAGER  

START DATE 19/04/2011 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD 

START DATE 09/10/2007 

 

APPOINTED START DATE  19/10/2012 
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LUISA NAPPO  

Born in: MILANO (MI) il 20/04/1958 

Address: VIA DEI CROSTACEI 3,  48100 RAVENNA  (RA) ()  

Fiscal Code  NPPLSU58D60F205J 

 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD 

START DATE  09/10/2007 

 

 

VINCENZINO SCOLLO  

Born in: SERMONETA (LT) il 16/04/1944 

Address: VIA DELLE SIRENE 12,  48100 RAVENNA  (RA) ()  

Fiscal Code  SCLVCN44D16I634Y 

 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD 

START DATE  09/10/2007 

 

 

PATRIZIA GALASSI  

Born in: FAENZA (RA) il 11/09/1960 

Address: VIA POMPOSA 61,  48100 RAVENNA  (RA) ()  

Fiscal Code  GLSPRZ60P51D458P 

 

 

MEMBER OF THE BOARD 

START DATE  09/10/2007 

 

 

SERGIO RUFFILLI  

Born in: FORLI' (FC) il 10/08/1933 

Address: VIA VALSALVA 8,  47100 FORLI'  (FO) ()  

Fiscal Code  RFFSRG33M10D704N 

 

 

SPECIAL PROXY HOLDER  

START DATE  29/04/2011 
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Information 

Economic - Financial Profile 
 
 

Reclassified Balance Sheets of MICOPERI S.p.A. - 2011-2012-2013  
(Abridged and reclassified by Ce.Bi.)  
 

 
Assets  (€/000) 
 

          

      

 31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Intangible Assets 22.725 4,7 15.057 5,2 9.205 10,7 

Tangible Assets 88.535 18,4 82.814 28,7 31.539 36,6 

(-) Depreciation Funds 29.037 6,0 21.991 7,6 17.693 20,5 

Immobilizzaz. materiali in esercizio  59.498 12,3 60.823 21,1 13.846 16,1 

Tangible assets in progress 915 0,2 735 0,3 515 0,6 

Financial Assets 4.428 0,9 4.226 1,5 179 0,2 

Financial Credits 14.464 3,0 9.123 3,2 1.583 1,8 

Trade Credits 909 0,2 900 0,3 509 0,6 

Fixed Financial Assets 19.801 4,1 14.249 4,9 2.271 2,6 

Fixed Assets 102.939 21,3 90.864 31,5 25.837 30,0 

Advances Suppliers' Payments 666 0,1 1.889 0,7 3.707 4,3 

Stocks /Raw Materials 4.642 1,0 1.478 0,5 541 0,6 

Stocks /semi-finished /finished 0 0,0 15.119 5,2 5.949 6,9 

Stocks  5.308 1,1 18.486 6,4 10.197 11,8 

Trade Credits 71.852 14,9 144.556 50,1 33.387 38,7 

Financial Credits  441 0,1 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Others  281.237 58,3 5.658 2,0 2.664 3,1 

Other activities 2.312 0,5 2.652 0,9 1.775 2,1 

Financials  0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Cash  18.376 3,8 26.135 9,1 12.378 14,4 

Liquidity 18.376 3,8 26.135 9,1 12.378 14,4 

Short Term Assets 379.526 78,7 197.487 68,5 60.401 70,0 

ASSETS 482.465 100,0 288.351 100,0 86.238 100,0 

       

Accounts 72.996  67.678  55.068  

 

 
Total Liabilities (€/000) 
 

          

Items 31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Share Capital 11.000 2,3 11.000 3,8 11.000 12,8 

Share Capital  11.000 2,3 11.000 3,8 11.000 12,8 
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Revaluation Reserves & fair value 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Other Fiscal Reserves 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Other Reserves 20.418 4,2 12.978 4,5 10.815 12,5 

Own Shares 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Net Reserves 20.418 4,2 12.978 4,5 10.815 12,5 

Profit/Loss 17.566 3,6 8.040 2,8 2.764 3,2 

Profit (Loss) Reserve 17.566 3,6 8.040 2,8 2.764 3,2 

Equity  48.984 10,2 32.018 11,1 24.579 28,5 

Funds & Debts within within 12 months 3.613 0,7 2.778 1,0 4.737 5,5 

Staff indemnity fund beyond within 12 months 437 0,1 386 0,1 442 0,5 

Funds beyond within 12 months 4.050 0,8 3.164 1,1 5.179 6,0 

Bonds beyond within 12 months 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Debts towards/shareholders beyond  12 months 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Debts towards /banks (beyond  12 months 19.216 4,0 3.846 1,3 7.031 8,2 

Debts towards /other financers beyond  12 months 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Trade Debts towards others beyond 12 months 0 0,0 0 0,0 303 0,4 

CONSOLIDATED DEBTS 19.216 4,0 3.846 1,3 7.334 8,5 

TOTAL CAPITAL  72.250 15,0 39.028 13,5 37.092 43,0 

Debts towards /banks (within  12 M) 81.554 16,9 92.574 32,1 21.427 24,8 

Debts towards /other financers (within  12 M) 0 0,0 615 0,2 0 0,0 

Financial debts  (within  12 M) 81.554 16,9 93.189 32,3 21.427 24,8 

Debts towards/suppliers 308.953 64,0 144.159 50,0 24.617 28,5 

Customer advances 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Commercial Debts 308.953 64,0 144.159 50,0 24.617 28,5 

Short-time fiscal /taxation debts 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Other Debts 16.819 3,5 11.533 4,0 3.072 3,6 

Altre Liabilities  2.889 0,6 442 0,2 30 0,0 

Short - Term Liabilities 410.215 85,0 249.323 86,5 49.146 57,0 

Total Liabilities 482.465 100,0 288.351 100,0 86.238 100,0 
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Revenues  (€/000) 31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Revenues 430.611 100,0 267.221 100,0 77.323 100,0 

Stocks variation 
0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Works variation 
0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Increase in immobilizations for inner works 
19 0,0 17 0,0 0 0,0 

Production value 
430.630 100,0 267.238 100,0 77.323 100,0 

Purchases 
69.688 16,2 54.507 20,4 7.626 9,9 

Raw materials variation 
3.482 0,8 1.313 0,5 161 0,2 

General expenses 
308.154 71,6 176.553 66,1 50.426 65,2 

Value Added 
56.270 13,1 37.491 14,0 19.432 25,1 

- Staff cost 
21.034 4,9 16.989 6,4 12.440 16,1 

GROSS OPERATING MARGIN (OPERATING EBITDA) 35.236 8,2 20.502 7,7 6.992 9,0 

- Depreciations - tangible Assets 
7.061 1,6 4.322 1,6 2.365 3,1 

- Allocations 
217 0,1 95 0,0 20 0,0 

- Depreciations - intangible Assets 
991 0,2 504 0,2 838 1,1 

OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)  26.967 6,3 15.581 5,8 3.769 4,9 

(+/-) Result of different expenses/revenues 1.874 0,4 -132 0,0 1.095 1,4 

(+) Capitalization intangible assets 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

(-) Depreciation tangible assets 569 0,1 394 0,1 78 0,1 

CURRENT PROFIT 28.272 6,6 15.055 5,6 4.786 6,2 

(+) Financial Income 589 0,1 262 0,1 1.223 1,6 

(-) Financial losses 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

CURRENT PROFIT BEFORE FINANCIAL CHARGES 28.861 6,7 15.317 5,7 6.009 7,8 

(-) Financial charges 4.555 1,1 1.785 0,7 1.013 1,3 

CURRENT PROFIT 24.306 5,6 13.532 5,1 4.996 6,5 

(+/-) Capital Gain 154 0,0 0 0,0 58 0,1 

(+/-) Value & Devaluation recoveries 158 0,0 -52 0,0 27 0,0 

(+/-) Result extraordinary incomes & charges -174 0,0 -3.000 -1,1 -874 -1,1 

RESULT BEFORE TAXES  24.444 5,7 10.480 3,9 4.207 5,4 

(-) Operating Tax 6.875 1,6 2.437 0,9 1.442 1,9 

(-) Equity Taxation 3 0,0 3 0,0 1 0,0 

NET PROFIT  17.566 4,1 8.040 3,0 2.764 3,6 

(+/-) OTHER  0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

NET RESULT/LOSS 17.566 4,1 8.040 3,0 2.764 3,6 

       

Result on financial charges on liquidity and credits 4.374 1,0 1.629 0,6 859 1,1 

Net Result on net charges/incomes and losses 3.966 0,9 1.523 0,6 -210 -0,3 

CASH FLOW  25.028  12.770  6.594  

EBITDA 37.110  20.370  8.087  
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 Ce.Bi. - Financial Analysis  

 

 
                                                                        (€/000) 
 

31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

 
      

SELF-FINANCING 41.650 9,7 14.045 5,3 -276 -0,4 

(+) Gross financial income  589 0,1 262 0,1 1.223 1,6 

(-) Gross financial charges 4.555 1,1 1.785 0,7 1.013 1,3 

(+/-)EXTRAORDINARY GROSS INCOME/CHARGES  -104 0,0 -2.998 -1,1 -480 -0,6 

(-) GROSS TAXATION 8.166 1,9 2.558 1,0 1.281 1,7 

(-) Dividends 600 0,1 600 0,2 450 0,6 

NET SELF-FINANCING 28.814 6,7 6.366 2,4 -2.277 -2,9 

(+) Variation in inventories  -13.178 -3,1 8.289 3,1 9.693 12,5 

(+)Variation commercial credits 207.690 48,2 115.627 43,3 21.396 27,7 

(-)Variation commercial debts 178.683 41,5 129.161 48,3 13.787 17,8 

Variation operating work capital  15.829 3,7 -5.245 -2,0 17.302 22,4 

NET RESULT OF THE YEAR (A-B) 12.985 3,0 11.611 4,3 -19.579 -25,3 

(-) Investments in intangible assets 370 0,1 3.264 1,2 2 0,0 

(-) Investments in tangible assets 5.932 1,4 51.519 19,3 2.037 2,6 

(+) Disinvestments TANGIBLE/INTANGIBLE 155 0,0 0 0,0 58 0,1 

(-) Variation tangible  9 0,0 8 0,0 6 0,0 

GROSS FINANCIAL RESULT 6.829 1,6 -43.180 -16,2 -21.566 -27,9 

(-) Investments/ participations 44 0,0 4.100 1,5 0 0,0 

(+) Disinvestments/participations 0 0,0 0 0,0 3 0,0 

(-) Variations financial credits and titles 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

(-) Variation on financial credits in current assets 5.782 1,3 7.540 2,8 -32.642 -42,2 

NET FINANCIAL RESULT 1.003 0,2 -54.820 -20,5 11.079 14,3 

(+) Share capital increases 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

(+) Capitalized contributions  0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

VARIATION OF FINANCIALS DEBTS 1.003 0,2 -54.820 -20,5 11.079 14,3 

(+) Variation in bonds 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

(+)Variation debts towards banks medium - long term 0 0,0 -3.536 -1,3 -6.801 -8,8 

(+)Variation debts towrds others medium - long term  0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

SHORT TERM FINANCIAL BALANCE  1.003 0,2 -58.356 -21,8 4.278 5,5 

(+) Variation on short-term debts towards banks -8.147 -1,9 71.498 26,8 6.159 8,0 

(+)Variation on short-term financial debts towards others -615 -0,1 615 0,2 0 0,0 

VARIATION IN LIQUIDITY  -7.759 -1,8 13.757 5,1 10.437 13,5 
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FINANCIAL POSITION TOWARDS GROUP (€/000)  

  

 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

Participations  /subsidiaries  0 0 0 

Participations  /subsidiaries of the sub-holding company 201 4 0 

Participations  /partecipations 127 122 107 

    

Debts towards parent company beyond 12 months 0 0 0 

Debts towards subsidiries beyond 12 months 0 0 0 

Debts towards other participations beyond 12 M  0 0 0 

Financial credits towards parent company  7.639 7.039 1.583 

Financial credits towards /subsidiaries beyond 12 months 4.939 189 0 

Financial credits towards /other participations beyond 12 months 1.886 1.895 0 

Groups Titles      0 0 0 

Net Financial Position towards Group beyond 12 months -14.464 -9.123 -1.583 

    

Debts towards Parent Company within 12 months 0 0 0 

Debts towards Subsidiaries within 12 months 0 0 0 

Debts towards other participations within 12 Months  0 0 0 

Financial credits towards Parent company within 12 months 0 0 0 

Financial credits towards subsidiaries controllate within 12 months 441 0 0 

Financial credits towards other participations within 12 months 0 0 0 

Result  group treasury 0 0 0 

Net Financial Position towards group a within 12 months  -441 0 0 

    

Commercial Debts towards group beyond 12 months 0 0 0 

Group's commercial debts within 12 months 266.285 82.252 1.557 

Group's commercial credits  beyond 12 months 0 0 0 

Group's commercial credits  within 12 months 296.110 101.173 542 

Net Financial Position towards Group -29.825 -18.921 1.015 

    

Dividends towards Group  0 0 0 

Financial Incomes towards Group  375 100 708 

Interests charges towards Group 0 0 0 

Net devaluations  participations and recoveries 1 58 0 

Capital gain/losses on participations 0 0 0 
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EQUITY SUMMARIES (€/000)  

31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Tangible shareholders' funds 26.259 5,7 16.961 6,2 15.374 20,0 

(-) Tangible and Financial Assets 80.214 17,4 75.807 27,7 16.632 21,6 

TOTAL STRUCTURE MARGIN -53.955 -11,7 -58.846 -21,5 -1.258 -1,6 

(+) Consolidated funds and debts 23.266 5,1 7.010 2,6 12.513 16,2 

CURRENT ASSETS -30.689 -6,7 -51.836 -19,0 11.255 14,6 

(-) Operative current assets 32.048 7,0 15.218 5,6 20.304 26,4 

NET FINANCIAL POSITION BEYOND 12 months -62.737 -13,6 -67.054 -24,5 -9.049 -11,7 

Financial Credits beyond 12 months 441 0,1 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Net debts beyond 12 months. 63.178 13,7 67.054 24,5 9.049 11,7 

Total Net debts  82.394 17,9 70.900 25,9 16.080 20,9 

              

ANALISI DEL CAPITALE (/000)  31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Intangible assets 22.725 15,2 15.057 11,7 9.205 17,4 

(+) tangible assets  60.413 40,3 61.558 47,7 14.361 27,1 

(+) other assets  26 0,0 17 0,0 9 0,0 

(+) Functional Operative current assets 32.931 22,0 16.101 12,5 20.501 38,7 

(-) Risk and charges funds on Current assets 1.401 0,9 1.401 1,1 3.657 6,9 

Net Capital invested  114.694 76,6 91.332 70,8 40.419 76,2 

(-) Other risk and charges funds  2.212 1,5 1.377 1,1 1.080 2,0 

(-) Severance indemnity 437 0,3 386 0,3 442 0,8 

Net Capital invested (a+b) 112.045 74,8 89.569 69,4 38.897 73,3 

Participation assets  4.428 3,0 4.226 3,3 179 0,3 

(+) Financial Credits and non current titles 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

(+)Financial current and functional credits  14.905 10,0 9.123 7,1 1.583 3,0 

(+) Liquidity 18.376 12,3 26.135 20,3 12.378 23,3 

(-) Risks and losses  funds on financial operations 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Financial Incomes 37.709 25,2 39.484 30,6 14.140 26,7 

EMPLOYED CAPITAL  149.754 100,0 129.053 100,0 53.037 100,0 

Equity before deliberated dividends  48.984 32,7 32.018 24,8 24.579 46,3 

Not current Debts  19.216 12,8 6.719 5,2 10.255 19,3 

Fuctional Current Debts 81.554 54,5 90.316 70,0 18.203 34,3 

SHARE CAPITAL 149.754 100,0 129.053 100,0 53.037 100,0 

VENTURE CAPITAL  44.556 29,8 27.792 21,5 24.400 46,0 

Net financial position  67.489 45,1 61.777 47,9 14.497 27,3 

Current Net financial position 19.216 12,8 6.719 5,2 10.255 19,3 

Functional and current net financial position  48.273 32,2 55.058 42,7 4.242 8,0 

Functional current assets  -16.743 -11,2 -40.358 -31,3 12.602 23,8 

Functional and working capital - operational risk fund  31.530 21,1 14.700 11,4 16.844 31,8 

              

DISTRIBUZIONE VALORE AGGIUNTO (Importi in Euro/000) 31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Value added  56.270 95,6 37.491 108,5 19.432 92,7 

Result of different expenses/revenues 1.874 3,2 -132 -0,4 1.095 5,2 

Financial Incomes (on losses) 589 1,0 262 0,8 1.223 5,8 

Income result /extraordinary charges 138 0,2 -3.052 -8,8 -789 -3,8 

TOTAL VALUE ADDED : 58.871 100,0 34.569 100,0 20.961 100,0 

Staff cost 21.034 35,7 16.989 49,1 12.440 59,3 

Financial charges 4.555 7,7 1.785 5,2 1.013 4,8 

Revenue and equity taxes 6.878 11,7 2.440 7,1 1.443 6,9 

Dividends and other distributions 433 0,7 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Invested value added: 25.971 44,1 13.355 38,6 6.065 28,9 

Tangible and intangible depreciations  7.630 13,0 4.716 13,6 2.443 11,7 

Operative provisions  1.208 2,1 599 1,7 858 4,1 

Adjusted and reinvested Net Profit   17.133 29,1 8.040 23,3 2.764 13,2 

Operative Value added in the year 56.251 95,5 37.474 108,4 19.432 92,7 

              

 31/12/2013 % 31/12/2012 % 31/12/2011 % 

Consumptions  66.206 16,4 53.194 21,1 7.465 10,1 

Services 308.154 76,3 176.553 70,2 50.426 68,6 

Job 21.034 5,2 16.989 6,8 12.440 16,9 

Depreciation on intangible assets  7.061 1,7 4.322 1,7 2.365 3,2 

Operative Consumptions  1.208 0,3 599 0,2 858 1,2 

TOTAL COSTS 403.663 100,0 251.657 100,0 73.554 100,0 
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Economic - Financial Ratios 
 

      

 31/12/2013 31/12/2012 31/12/2011 

DEVELOPMENT RATIOS    

∆ % Revenues (%) 61,1  9,4 

∆. % Production Value (%) 61,1  9,4 

∆. % Staff (%) 31,6 53,3 -9,5 

∆. % Operative Added Value (%) 50,1 92,9 -21,2 

∆. % Added Value (%) 70,3 64,9 -18,1 

∆. % Ebitda (%) 71,9 193,2 -40,7 

∆. % Current Profit (%) 79,6 170,9 -43,1 

∆. % Assets (%) 67,3  23,8 

∆. % Net Capital Increases (%) 25,1 130,3 158,5 

∆. % Working Capital (%) 40,8  10,7 

∆. % Equity (%) 53,0 30,3 10,4 

∆. % Financial Debts  MLT (%) 399,6 -45,3 315,5 

∆. % Financial Debts  BT (%) -12,5 334,9 -21,8 

PROFITABILITY INDICATORS     

Roe (%) (*) 43,4 28,4 11,8 

Roe before tax (%) (*)  37,0 18,0 

Roi (%) (*) 15,5 10,8 7,2 

Roi before tax (%) (*) 20,4 13,5 10,0 

Roi before extraordinary (%) (*) 20,3 16,8 11,5 

Roa (%) (*) 7,5 8,2 7,7 

Roa current (%) (*) 27,6 23,6 17,7 

ROS (%) 6,5 5,7 6,2 

Operative Turnover  (Value) (*) 4,3 4,2 2,9 

Ebitda / operational assets (%) (*) 8,0 9,4 9,1 

Revenues/operational assets (Value) (*) 1,2 1,7 1,5 

Added Value/Value of production (%) 13,1 14,0 25,1 

Costs/Production Value (%) 93,7 94,2 95,1 

Ebitda/ Production Value (%) 8,2 7,7 9,0 

Ebitda /added value (%) 62,6 54,7 36,0 

Ebitda /Capital Increases (%) (*) 27,9 24,4 16,1 

Cash flow/assets (%) (*) 6,5 6,8 8,5 

Dividends /profit (%) 0,0 0,0 0,0 

PRODUCTIVITY INDICATORS     

Revenue Per Capita (Euro/000) (Value) 932,1 761,3 337,7 

Value Added per capita (Euro/000) (Value) 121,8 106,8 84,9 

Staff Cost per capita (Euro/000) (Value) 45,5 48,4 54,3 

Tangible assets per capita (Euro/000) (Value)  185,4 162,9 133,9 

Investments Tangible assets added value (%) 10,5  10,5 
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MANAGEMENT OF CURRENT ASSETS     

Immediate Liquidity' (%) 91,2 71,8 102,2 

Liquidity BT (%) 92,5 79,2 122,9 

Financial Debts Net Working Capital (%) 254,5  89,7 

Average Days of stock rotation (Value)    

Credit towards customers in days (Value)    

Credit towards suppliers  (Value)    

Net Working Capital/Total Revenues (%) 5,7 6,9 15,4 

FINANCIAL STRUCTURE    

Tangible shareholders' funds/total debts - liquidity (%) 6,4 7,5 34,9 

Tangible shareholders' funds/financial debts  (%) 48,6 33,0 86,4 

Tangible shareholders' funds /financial debts -liquidity (%) 31,9 23,9 95,6 

Tangible shareholders' funds +total debts twd Shareholders 31,9 23,9 95,6 

Debts twd Banks/total  financial debts (%) 100,0 99,4 100,0 

Current financial Debts tw banks/revenues (%) 18,9 33,6 23,5 

Financial Debts/liquidity/added value (%) 140,0 205,1 76,7 

Short time Debts twd banks./tot. Financial debts (%) 80,9 96,0 75,3 

Financial charges/ Ebitda  (%) 12,9 8,7 14,5 

Financial charges  - financial incomes/Ebitda (%) 11,3 7,4 -3,0 

Equity/fixed assets (%) 47,6 35,2 95,1 

Permanent capital/fixed assets (%) 70,2 43,0 143,6 

Net Self-financing/investments on tangible assets (%) 485,7 12,4  

Not current needs (%) 453,4 10,2 0,0 

Net Self-financing/financial debts-liquidity (%) 35,0 9,0 -14,2 

(Financial charges + taxes + dividends)/(Net Self-Fin.+ financial incomes) (%) 31,5 34,6  

Profit(loss) - dividends +share capital/previous equity (%)  30,3 10,4 
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Evaluations  

Grading 

Analyst evaluation Economic-Financial Situation 
 

It expresses synthetically 

the opinion of a Cerved 

Rating Agency analyst 

specifically drawn up for 

the Large Corporate 

sector and taking into 

consideration the whole 

group. 

Very positive 

Positive 

Moderate 

Some weak points  

Negative 

Very negative  

 

It evaluates the economic-

financial solidity of an 

enterprise, placed in its 

current and future system of 

reference... 

 

Reliable 

Solvency 

 

Vulnerable 

 

Risky  

Risk of the sector Negative events 
 

It gives a risk class 

based on the trends 

expected for the subject 

and its competitors 

Low risk 

Lower than average 

Average risk 

Higher than average  

High risk 

 

It evaluates the seriousness of 

negative events as they have 

been registered by the 

company and its linked 

entities.. 

None 

Minimum 

Limitedi 

Serious 

Very serious 

Payment terms Risk perceived by the market 
 

It expresses the punctuality of 

payments of the company 

towards its suppliers gathered 

through the Payline system.. 

Regular 

Sometimes irregular 

Irregular 

Deferred 

Delays 

Important delays 

 

It evaluates the information 

requests received by Cerved 

Group considering the 

peculiarities of the company 

and its sector 

 

 

None 

 

Some risk signals 

 

High risk signals 

Structural characteristics of the enterprise Management solidity 
 

It evacuate all the information 

gathered through the Register 

of Companies which outlines 

the identification and 

governance details.  

 

Absence of signals of risk  

 

Weak signals of risk  

 

Signals of risk  

 

 

It evaluates all the information 

Judgment on the 

entrepreneurial abilities of the 

top management of the 

company 

 

 

Maximum 

High 

Good 

Quite good 

Adequate 

Lomited 

Negative risk 
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The Cerved Group rating is an opinion on the credit worthiness that summarizes the reliability or the insolvency 

probability of the subject.  

Cerved Group issues solicited ratings, that is to say evaluations on credit reliability requested by a third party. The issued 

rating is subject to an on-going monitoring. While monitoring, Cerved Rating Agency guarantees the updating of official 

and owned information concerning the subject and, if necessary, the immediate communication to the customer of 

possible modifications of the given rating.  

The Cerved Group rating is not an investment advice, nor a form of financial consultancy; it is not a recommendation for 

the purchase or sale of shares or for making particular investments, nor gives it any advice to a particular investor to 

make a particular investment.  


